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Lab practical 2: Parallel Port, Timer, serial interface, Interrupt 
 
 
1. Polling the keys and displaying the current state of the keys  
 
The pins P1H.4-P1H.7 of the C164 are connected to 4 keys. Therefore these pins have to be 
configured as inputs. In passive state the keys deliver HIGH-, pressed down LOW-level. 
 
To use the chattering (bouncing) input keys functions with following prototypes should be realized: 
 
bit KeyDown()  returns 1, if the key is pressed 
 returns 0, if the key is not pressed  
 
 
char GetKey(void)   returns the ASCII-character which is assigned to the pressed key – possible 

values: '1', '2', '3', '4'. 
 
A change of the state of the key is only valid, if the new state exists for more than 52 ms. To 
debounce the keys you have to use Timer 2 of the GPT1-module. Its overflow which occurs every 
26 msec, causes an interrupt. In the interrupt service routine (ISR) the current state of the key is to 
be determined and you have to find out whether the state that changed before occurs a second 
time. Only in this case a call of the function KeyDown() should signal the keystroke. 
In the T2-ISR a module global (static) flag should be set, whose state is polled and returned by 
KeyDown(). This flag is to reset by reading the key in function GetKey(). 
 
Typical application: 
    ...... 
  if(KeyDown()) { 
   switch(GetKey()) { 
    case '1': printf("key 1 pressed!!\n\r"); 
    ...... 
 
a) Realize in the Dave-module for the GPT1-system (C- und Header-file) the above functions. 

Test the project using the test sequence given obove in extracts first in the simulation – Timer 
interrupt, debouncing of the keys, flag-handling etc. 
Only after successful simulation we are testing in the target!    

 
The pins P1L.4 - P1L.7 are connected to LED’s and they are illuminated by applying a LOW-level. 
Therefore P1L.4 - P1L.7 are outputs. 
 
b) Assign a LED to each key. The LED has to change its state if the corresponding key is pressed!   

 
 
 
2. Output to the LC-Display 
 
The output of text by using a call of the standard function "printf()" has got the disadvantage that 

following instructions are just executed when all ASCII-characters formatted by "printf()"are output 

using the serial interface. With 9600 Baud (bits/sec) the output of one character takes about  
tz = 10 Bit * 1/9600 sec/Bit ≈ 1msec. In many applications such delay times for an event (in this 
case the serial interface is ready to output another character) are not tolerable.  
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In the concrete case the solution of the problem should be, that the output is realized controlled by 
interrupts. That is by outputting of a first character the transmission is started, all further characters 
are output in the interrupt-service-routine. This requires that the text to be output is provided in a 
appropriate dimensioned buffer. This can be done e.g. using "sprintf()". 
 
The LCD-module used for displaying has got 4 rows with maximum 20 characters. Upon others 
following special characters for controlling the LCD-display are available: 
 
      Removing all and setting cursor position to 1.row, 1.column:           '\xC' 
      Positioning the cursor in column s(1..20) of the row z(1..4):             '\x1B' 'O' s z 
  

 
c) Extend the serial output (the module produced by Dave is to extend appropriate) 

for the output to the LC-display in a proper way. Following functions are to realize: 
 
 void DoPrintZ (int iRnr, char *pBuf); // Output the text of pBuf on row iRnr  
 void ClrScr(void);   // clear display  
 
Tips: 
Assign a buffer to the display. The buffer has to be dimensioned so that it is able to contain 
exactly one row of the text that has to be displayed (including necessary control characters  
according to circumstances)  
Are there passed longer texts, they will be shortened according to the length of one row. 
Shorter texts will be extended by blanks to row length.   
   

 
 
 
 


